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An Elephants, Rhinos & People (ERP) project update August 2016

KwaZulu-Natal / Mozambique 
cross-border human-elephant 
conflict resolution

THE HISTORY

HUMAN/ELEPHANT 
CONFLICT

Elephants migrated freely between 

Southern Mozambique and the former 

Northern Maputaland (now referred to 

as the northern part of uMkhanyakude 

District), South Africa, until 1983.  

During that year, the local chief on 

the South African side (iNkosi Tembe) 

anticipated that elephant migration 

THE RESULT

DISRUPTING THE 
NATURAL ORDER

The result of this action was that 

the natural elephant migration route 

was disrupted and the elephant herd 

divided between the two countries. The 

elephants on the South African side 

and other wildlife were confined to the 

30,000 Ha Tembe Elephant Park under a 

protected environment.

On the Mozambique side however, 

the civil war that ended in 1992 had 

THE CONSEQUENCES

CAUGHT IN THE 
MIDDLE

Elephants on the Mozambique side of 

the border sought an alternative water 

source within the Tembe community on 

the South African side, adjacent to the 

Tembe Elephant Park. The elephants 

easily cross over into the South African 

side because of the weak fence that 

THE FUTURE

WORKING TOGETHER

Future phases of the overall intervention 

in the region will include but not be 

limited to the following:

About ERP

The ERP strategy is the protection and preservation of Elephants 

and Rhinos in the wild through the alleviation of poverty among 

rural People adjacent to the threatened areas. ERP is an initiative of 

groupelephant.com, a largely employee-owned group of technology 

companies, nonprofits and impact investment vehicles with a strong 

global presence. groupelephant.com is characterized by a primary 

strategic imperative in terms of which we go ‘Beyond Corporate 

Purpose’ in our day-to-day activities.

For further information, please contact 

us at info@groupelephant.com

from Mozambique could become a 

security problem for his people and in 

an effort to pre-empt a crisis, decided 

to proclaim the Tembe Elephant Park, 

an area measuring approximately 

30,000 hectares under his jurisdiction 

on the South African side of the border. 

Fencing began in in 1984.  

a devastating effect on the elephant 

population. Poaching and the 

harassment of elephants continued 

after the war, for myriad reasons. 

Compounding the problem was the 

increase over the last decade of human 

settlements along the Maputo River, and 

the effects of a fence constructed by 

the Mozambique authorities in an effort 

to allow people to cultivate crops along 

the banks of river.

separates Mozambique and the Tembe 

community, and routinely cause crop 

damage. There are approximately 300 

households that are directly affected 

by this conflict. Until recently, South 

African authorities were dealing with 

the situation in a barbaric manner by 

4
THE SOLUTION

INTERVENTIONS

The second phase is currently underway. It is based on research done in Kenya and 

involves the construction of a natural barrier in the form of what is known as a ‘beehive 

fence’, to deter the elephants from entering into the area and damaging villagers’ crops. 

The beehive fence is is both a means to an end - keeping the elephants away from the 

crops – and also an end in itself, in that the beehives will provide the local villagers with 

honey that they can market through a commercial distribution channel that has been put 

in place for them by ERP. Locally-produced honey does not currently satisfy domestic 

demand, with a significant percentage of the local requirement being imported.  

The second phase includes theoretical and practical beekeeping training, hive 

building and beehive fence-building training, together with ongoing instruction and 

mentoring for the neophyte beekeepers. Quite aside from any other consideration, 

the project will meaningfully increase the bee population in the region, with the 

attendant environmental benefits.  

ERP designed a multi-phase intervention, the first phase of which was to drill 

and commission a solar-powered well on the Mozambique side of the border, to 

provide a constant water supply for the elephants.  It is anticipated that this step 

will mitigate the tendency of the elephants to cross the border into community 

agricultural land, in search of water.  

shooting elephants but the community 

resolved to seek alternative solutions 

and formally engaged groupelephant.

com in early 2015 for an ERP project 

designed to reduce the human-elephant 

conflict in the region.  

Solar panels and borehole | Mozambique

Beehive fencing

Beekeeping training group

Establishment of a corridor for elephant 
migration, by joining Tembe Elephant Park 
with a secure Mozambique reserve

Other non-agricultural local economic 
development activities for the Tembe 
community

Bolstering of anti-poaching mechanisms


